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Morgan goes far beyond the question of Russian gold, to dig beneath a host of myths and
misconceptions. He shows that Labour's parliamentary advance was itself inconceivable solely
on the basis of the workers' and trade union 'pennies' with which it is usually identified. In
addition to the virtual market that developed in Labour's parliamentary nominations, there was
almost always a need to cultivate private benefactors - not excluding Russian ones. Thus, as
Morgan shows, George Lansbury drew on a wide variety of financial sponsors to create the
space both for his own political career and for Labour's daily newspaper, the Daily Herald. As
for the communist party itself, Russian subsidies often gave rise to fierce internal conflict and
controversy: it was certainly regarded as mixed blessing by many. Kevin Morgan has
uncovered some fascinating new material on this period of left history, and through his
insightful analysis a much more complex picture than hitherto emerges, both of Labourcommunist relations and those between the CPGB and the Comintern.
"Fränze Wilhelm's book is one of the rare studies in International Relations (IR) employing postfoundational theories to grasp the prospect of a global normative order. The combination of
philosophical vocabulary with IR literatures is brilliant, making this book a must-read for
students and scholars in various fields of the social sciences and humanities. While it does not
develop the contours of a positive global normative order, it certainly succeeds in unveiling the
complexities of globally articulated relations of difference. Only a handful of books in IR show a
similar degree of innovation and rigorousness!" --Prof. Dr. Dirk Nabers, University of Kiel
(Germany) "'Political Difference and Global Normative Orders' provides an excellent discussion
of the current scholarship on the question of order and difference. The author, by resorting to
the post-foundational approach of hauntology, makes a valuable contribution to the study of
order in IR and beyond." --Dr. David Shim, University of Groningen (The Netherlands) Once
considered a question of an international order based on consolidated statehood and
homogeneous social communities within national borders, global order has become a question
of alternative political articulations, resistance movements, and cultural diversity, among
others. This book first analyzes critically the conditions for the struggles of theorizing global
normative order in political and IR theory. Second, to make sense of the presence of difference
and possibility for global normative order in view of the simultaneous absence of first
foundations, the study draws on post-foundational thinking based on the seminal work of
German philosopher Martin Heidegger and Argentine political theorist Ernesto Laclau. Finally,
the author develops a theoretical framework for a hauntological approach to global normative
order that provides an alternative and theoretically coherent explanation for the emergence of
global order. This is of interest to scholars as well as practitioners (including activists)
concerned with global social relations, global political discourse, and the construction of global
identity and normative order(s). Fränze Wilhelm is a doctoral candidate at the Kiel University
Research Group on International Political Sociology.
Mennonites and their forebears are usually thought to be a people with little interest or
involvement in politics. "Mennonites, Politics, and Peoplehood" reveals that since their early
history, Mennonites have, in fact, been active participants in worldly politics. From western to
eastern Europe and through different migrations to North America, James Urry's meticulous
research traces Mennonite links with kingdoms, empires, republics, and democratic nations in
the context of peace, war, and revolution. He stresses a degree of Mennonite involvement in
politics not previously discussed in literature, including Mennonite participation in constitutional
reform and party politics, and shows the polarization of their political views from conservatism
to liberalism and even revolutionary activities. Using a wide variety of sources, Mennonite,
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Politics, and Peoplehood combines an inter-disciplinary approach to reveal that Mennonites,
far from being the "Quiet in the Land," have deep roots in politics.
This book takes an in-depth look into recent developments in European social democracy. It
begins by highlighting the somewhat paradoxical turn by a number of social democratic parties
towards enhanced support for European integration, a move that has occurred despite the
apparently ‘neoliberal’ direction of much of EU policy-output. A critical realist method is
adopted, informed by both Marxist and anarchist critiques of social democratic parties, to argue
that we can view this paradoxical development as resulting from the inherently unstable
representation of constituents’ demands for decommodification, a process central to traditional
social democratic parties. In making this argument, the book traces the transformation from
‘traditional’ to ‘new’ (or ‘third way’) social democratic parties in the UK, Sweden, France,
Italy and Spain. It also outlines some of the most important developments in social democratic
policy-making at the European level. The book therefore provides an in-depth, theoreticallyoriginal, analytical narrative of the key empirical developments to affect contemporary social
democratic parties in recent years. In highlighting some of the contradictions inherent to both
‘traditional’ and ‘new’ social democratic parties, the book does much to suggest some of the
reasons for their continued decline over the past three decades. David Bailey completed his
PhD at the London School of Economics, and currently teaches at the University of
Birmingham. His research focuses on social democratic parties and European integration. He
has published articles in the Journal of Common Market Studies, and Comparative European
Politics.
'New Labour' is often accused of being obsessed with style rather than substance, and with
image rather ideology. The Struggle for Labour's Soul examines how the party's political
thought has developed from 1945 to the present day. It explores the divisions in the Labour
Party between the old left, the new left, centrists, the old right and 'New Labour'. These
ideological positions are examined in the context of the key political issues of the twenty-first
century including constitutional reform, markets, equality, internationalism and globalization.
The book concludes with commentaries by renowned experts on the various competing
traditions within the party. Featuring contributions by leading academics, journalists and
politicians, this is the first major analysis of Labour's political thought for a generation.
Before Machiavelli, political freedom was approached as a problem of the best distribution of
the functions of ruler and ruled. Machiavelli changed the terms of freedom, requiring that its
discourse address the demand for no-rule or non-domination. Political freedom would then
develop only through a strategy of antagonism to every form of legitimate domination. This
leads to the emergence of modern political life: any institution that wishes to rule legitimately
must simultaneously be inscribed with its immanent critique and imminent subversion. For
Machiavelli, the possibility of instituting the political form is conditioned by the possibility of
changing it in an event of political revolution. This book shows Machiavelli as a philosopher of
the modern condition. For him, politics exists in the absence of those absolute moral standards
that are called upon to legitimate the domination of man over man. If this understanding lies
open to relativism and historicism, it does so in order to render effective the project of
reinventing the sense of human freedom. Machiavelli's legacy to modernity is the recognition of
an irreconcilable tension between the demands of freedom and the imperatives of morality.
New Labour in Power combines historical, political and practical approaches to the questions
raised by the Labour election victory. Addressing core themes such as Europe, the economy,
welfare, education, and the constitution, this volume provides an assessment of the new era.
This book explores Blair's victory through its historical context and the words of contemporary
media commentators, journalists, economists and politicians. This book includes much-needed
analysis of the current state of the party and invaluable insight into longer term trends.
Arranged by subject, this collection of over 4,000 quotations deals with such issues as human
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rights, social and economic policies and ideas, government and the law, and other
contemporary issues
'IT'S THE SUN WOT WON IT', was the famous headline claim of Britain's most popular
newspaper following the Conservative party's victory over Labour in the 1992 general election.
The headline referred to a virulent press campaign against Neil Kinnock's Labour party, and
dramatically highlighted one of the chief features of British politics during the twentieth century
- the conflict between a socialist Labour party and a capitalist popular press. Labour's frequent
complaints of the political and electoral unfairness of newspaper bias meant that some
commentators considered that this dispute had a heritage as old as the party itself. Others,
including the Labour leadership at the time, argued that despite past tensions, the 1992
election marked the culmination of an unprecedented campaign of vilification against the party.
Popular Newspapers, the Labour Party and British Politics assesses these competing claims,
looking not only at 1992 but both back and forward to examine the continuities and changes in
newspaper coverage of British politics and the Labour party over the twentieth century. The
book explores whether the popular press has lived up to its claim of being a democratic 'fourth
estate', or has merely, as Labour politicians have argued been a powerful 'fifth column'
distorting the democratic process. Drawing on a range of previously unexamined sources this
book offers the first original and comprehensive history of a fascinating aspect of British politics
from Beaverbrook to Blair. James Thomas is a lecturer at the Cardiff School of Journalism,
Media and Cultural Studies at Cardiff University, and has published articles and esays
exploring the relationship between the popular press and British politics.
The Political Economy of New Labour provides one of the first systematic assessments and
accessible evaluations of the modernization of the British Labour Party in the light of its
landslide electoral victory in 1997. It also represents a rare attempt to locate Labour’s
modernization in terms of the distinctive political economy of contemporary British capitalism
and the impact of globalization, the evolution and transformation of the British State in the postwar period, the legacy of Thatcherism, and the specifics of electoral strategy and competition
in contemporary Britain. In doing so, it provides a genuinely interdisciplinary account and
analysis of Labour’s modernization and the strategic terrain within which this has been played
out, as well as an assessment of the strategic alternatives available to a New Labour
administration in an era of globalization, and an evaluation of the prospects for a decisive
break with the Thatcher-Major legacy.
This is the first major European political science book to discuss the growing interdisciplinary
field of 'cultural theory', proposing a coherent and viable alternative to mainstream political
science. The authors argue that three elements - social relations, cultural bias and behavioural
strategy - illuminate political questions at a level of analysis on any scale: from the household
to the state; the international regime to the political party.
Many studies have considered the Bible’s relationship to politics, but almost all have ignored
the heart of its narrative and theology: the covenant. In this book, Glenn Moots explores the
political meaning of covenants past and present by focusing on the theory and application of
covenantal politics from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries. Moots demands that
we revisit political theology because it served as the most important school of politics in early
modern Europe and America. He describes the strengths of the covenant tradition while also
presenting its limitations and dangers. Contemporary political scientists such as Eric Voegelin,
Daniel Elazar, and David Novak are called on to provide insight into both the covenant’s
history and its relevance today. Moots’s work chronicles and critiques the covenant tradition
while warning against both political ideology and religious enthusiasm. It provides an inclusive
and objective outline of covenantal politics by considering the variations of Reformed theology
and their respective consequences for political practice. This includes a careful account of how
covenant theology took root on the European continent in the sixteenth century and then
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inspired ecclesiastical and civil politics in England, Scotland, and America. Moots goes beyond
the usual categories of Calvinism or Puritanism to consider the larger movement of which both
were a part. By integrating philosophy, theology, and history, Moots also invites investigation of
broader political traditions such as natural law and natural right. Politics Reformed
demonstrates how the application of political theology over three centuries has important
lessons for our own dilemmas about church and state. It makes a provocative contribution to
understanding foundational questions in an era of rising fundamentalism and emboldened
secularism, inspiring readers to rethink the importance of religion in political theory and
practice, and the role of the covenant tradition in particular.
This text examines key themes pertaining to the study of race and electoral politics.
Addressing an issue which is of immense topical interest, it offers comprehensive coverage of
key topics. Providing both an historical and theoretical analysis of race and ethnicity in politics,
the contributors examine the participation and influence of ethnic minorities in electoral politics
at both ends of the political spectrum. "Race and British Electoral Politics" should be of value
for students studying British politics, particularly those taking course options on electoral
politics, race, ethnicity and comparative politics.
This text is intended for students concerned with the institutions of British government. This
edition has been thoroughly revised to provide a comprehensive, up-to-date account of the
many facets of British government and politics in the 1990s.
cancer n. any malignant tumor . . . Metastasis may occur via the bloodstream or the lymphatic
channels or across body cavities . . . setting up secondary tumors . . . Each individual primary
tumor has its own pattern . . . There are probably many causative factors . . . Treatment. . .
depends on the type of tumor, the site of the primary tumor and the extent of the spread.
(Oxford Concise Medical Dictionary 1996, 97) Let us begin by stating the obvious. Acts of
organized violence are not necessarily of human nature, but they are endogenous events
arising within the an intrinsic part evolution of complex systems of social interaction. To be
sure, all wars have features in common - people are killed and property is destroyed - but in
their origin wars are likely to be at least as different as the social structures from which they
arise. Consequently, it is unlikely that there can be a simple theory of the causes of war or the
maintenance of peace. The fact that wars are historical events need not discourage us. On the
contrary, we should focus our understanding of the dimensions of each conflict, or classes of
conflict, on the conjuncture of causes at hand. It follows that the study of conflict must be an
interdisciplinary one. It is or a penchant for eclecticism that leads to that conclusion, but the not
humility multi-dimensionality of war itself.
A recent trend in contemporary western political theory is to criticize it for implicitly trying to
"conquer," "displace" or "moralize" politics. James Wiley’s book takes the "next step," from
criticizing contemporary political theory, to showing what a more "politics-centered" political
theory would look like by exploring the meaning and value of politics in the writings of Max
Weber, Carl Schmitt, Paul Ricoeur, Hannah Arendt, Sheldon Wolin, Claude Lefort, and Ernesto
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe. These political theorists all use the concept of "the political" to
explain the value of politics and defend it from its detractors. They represent state-centered,
republic-centered and society-centered conceptions of politics, as well as realist, authoritarian,
idealist, republican, populist and radical democratic traditions of political thought. This book
compares these theorists and traditions of "the political" in order to defend politics from its
critics and to contribute to the development of a politics-centered political theory. Politics and
the Concept of the Political will be a useful resource to general audiences as well as to
specialists in political theory.
Discipline and Discord in the Labour PartyThe Politics of Managerial Control in the Labour
Party, 1951-87Manchester ; New York : Manchester University Press ; New York : Distributed
exclusively in North America by St. Martin's PressPrinciples and Politics in Contemporary
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Over the past several decades, the Dominican Republic has experienced striking political
stagnation in spite of dramatic socioeconomic transformations. In this work, Jonathan Hartlyn
offers a new explanation for the country's political evolution, based on
Challenging the received notions of International Relations theory about a central tradition Realism - Molloy demonstrates how a belief in a mode of theorization has distorted Realism,
forcing the theory of power politics in IR into a paradigmatic strait-jacket that is simply
inadequate and inappropriate to the task of encompassing its diversity.
A timely reference guide to the Labour Party which brings together the essential facts and
figures about the Party since its foundation through to the 'New Labour' of the 1990's. It is the
essential reference book for anyone wanting reliable information on the Labour Party.
This book presents the state of the art of international relations theory through an analysis of
the work of twelve key contemporary thinkers; John Vincent, Kenneth Waltz, Robert O.
Keohane, Robert Gilpin, Bertrand Badie, John Ruggie, Hayward Alker, Nicholas G. Onuf,
Alexander Wendt, Jean Bethke Elshtain, R.B.J. Walker and James Der Derian. The authors
aim to break with the usual procedure in the field which juxtaposes aspects of the work of
contemporary theorists with others, presenting them as part of a desembodied school of
thought or paradigm. A more individual focus can demonstrate instead, the well-rounded
character of some of the leading oeuvres and can thus offer a more representative view of the
discipline. This book is designed to cover the work of theorists whom students of international
relations will read and sometimes stuggle with. The essays can be read either as introductions
to the work of these theorists or as companions to it. Each chapter attempts to place the
thinker in the landscape of the discipine, to identify how they go about studying International
Relations, and to discuss what others can learn from them.
This book shows the importance of political ideas in policy-making and demonstrates the
extent to which pragmatic considerations preclude the imposition of rigid ideological
programmes. It charts the decline of the postwar British 'consensus', the changing face of both
the Conservative and Labour parties under the long shadow of Thatcherism, and the growing
emergence of single issue policies such as environmentalism and feminism. With an extensive
bibliography and suggested seminar and essay topics, Principles and Politics can be used on
any course which focuses on contemporary British politics as well as having general appeal to
those interested in looking at the contemporary political and ideological debate in the context of
wider issues and trends. This second edition is completely revised and updated.
For nearly twenty-five years, English studies has been focused on two terms: politics and
ethics. However, the institutional emergence, development, and relationship of these two
concepts have yet to be examined. Between Politics and Ethics: Toward a Vocative History of
English Studies traces the development of politics and ethics in contemporary English studies,
questions the current political orientation of the discipline, and proposes a rethinking of the
history of English studies based on a “vocative” dimension of writing—the idea that writers form
a virtual community by “calling to” and listening to other writers. In a series of interrelated
discussions, James Comas examines the historical trends leading to recent confusion
regarding ethics and its relation to the politics of English studies. Through close, rhetorical
readings of texts by Judith Butler, Stephen Greenblatt, Edward Said, and others, Comas
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argues that this confusion is largely the result of a “political turn” that resists theorizing itself. In
addition, he argues that work on ethics by Wayne Booth, Geoffrey Harpham, and J. Hillis Miller
reflects an uneasy dialectic between the ethics and politics of reading and writing. In response
to this discord, Comas turns to the theories of Emmanuel Levinas and Maurice Blanchot, as
well as to the examples of Georges Bataille and Kenneth Burke, and proposes a vocative
approach to assessing English studies and its history. In doing so, this volume offers a
thoughtful reassessment of English studies that affects our understanding of the rhetoric of
disciplinary histories.
Request a free trial of SAGE Knowledge to sample this title and many more!
www.sagepub.com/freetrial Via 99 entries or "mini-chapters," the SAGE 21st Century
Reference Series volumes on political science highlight the most important topics, issues,
questions, and debates any student obtaining a degree in this field ought to have mastered for
effectiveness in the 21st century. 21st Century Political Science: A Reference Handbook
serves as an authoritative reference source that meets students' research needs with more
detailed information than encyclopedia entries but not so much jargon, detail, or density as a
journal article or a research handbook chapter. An editorial advisory board comprised of
eminent scholars from various subfields, many of whom are also award-winning teachers,
selected the most important general topics in the discipline. The two volumes are divided into
six major parts: 1) General Approaches of Political Science; 2) Comparative Politics; 3)
International Relations; 4) Political Science Methodology; 5) Political Thought; and 6) American
Politics. A section on identity politics includes chapters on topics such as Race, Ethnicity, and
Politics; Gender and Politics; Religion and Politics; and LGBT Issues/ Queer Theory. This twovolume resource makes fairly complex approaches in political science accessible to advanced
undergraduate and beginning graduate students.
This book explores the relationship between America's power and international security
competition. Transparency in international relations has conventionally been viewed as a
means of overcoming power politics and promoting international cooperation. This book argues
that the United States has used transparency - particularly military transparency - as a strategy
to ensure its position of predominance in the international system.
This major, authoritative reference work embraces the spectrum of organized political activity
in the British Isles. It includes over 2,500 organizations in 1,700 separate entries. Arrangement
is in 20 main subject sections, covering the three main p
This book provides a critical understanding of contemporary world politics by arguing that the
neoliberal approach to international relations seduces many of us into investing our lives in
projects of power and alienation. These projects offer few options for emancipation;
consequently, many feel they have little choice but to retaliate against violence with more
violence. The authors of this pioneering work articulate worldism as an alternative approach to
world politics. It intertwines non-Western and Western traditions by drawing on Marxist,
postcolonial, feminist and critical security approaches with Greek and Chinese theories of
politics, broadly defined. The authors contend that contemporary world politics cannot be
understood outside the legacies of these multiple worlds, including axes of power configured
by gender, race, class, and nationality, which are themselves linked to earlier histories of
colonizations and their contemporary formations. With fiction and poetry as exploratory
methods, the authors build on their ‘multiple worlds’ approach to consider different sites of
world politics, arguing that a truly emancipatory understanding of world politics requires more
than just a shift in ways of thinking; above all, it requires a shift in ways of being. Transforming
World Politics will be of vital interest to students and scholars of International Relations,
Political Science, Postcolonial Studies, Social Theory, Women's Studies, Asian Studies,
European Union and Mediterranean Studies, and Security Studies.

This study traces the development of Virginia's political ideals and institutions and
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analyzes how they adjusted to change and growth. This system was crucial to the
development of a generation of Virginia leaders who were instrumental in bringing
about the emergence of a new nation.
Abstract: This dissertation is motivated by the fact that race is understudied in the
discipline, despite its historical importance in international politics, its ubiquity in
adjacent disciplines, and its importance in the "real" world. It attempts to mitigate this
problem by extending the study of race to the hard case of great power politics. The
dissertation provides a two-step racial theory of international politics according to which
racial prejudices embedded in racial identity can shape patterns of discord and
cooperation. In the first step, racial prejudices embedded in different racial identities
inflate threat perceptions, while prejudices embedded in shared racial identities deflate
them. In the second step, racially shaped threat perceptions generate behavioral
dispositions. Inflated threat perceptions predispose racially different agents towards
discord, while deflated threat perceptions predispose racially similar agents towards
cooperation. The theory works best when states have dominant racial groups, they hold
activated threat-relevant racial prejudices, and when threats are ambiguous. Three
empirical chapters assess the theory's strengths and probe its limits. The first shows
how racial prejudices regarding fundamental difference and aggressive intentions
inflated American threat perceptions of Japan and, with British cooperation, led to the
demise of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance (1902-1923). The second traces how racial
prejudices regarding aggressive intentions and irrationality inflated American threat
perceptions of Chinese nuclear proliferation and, with Soviet cooperation, resulted in
the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963. The last one illustrates how racial prejudices of
immorality and aggressive intentions inflated American threat perceptions of Japanese
foreign direct investment in the 1980s and led to the 1988 Exon-Florio Amendment. The
dissertation concludes with a discussion of race and the legitimacy of the liberal
international system in the context of rise of the developing world.
The second edition of this widely-used text has been rewritten throughout to provide an
up-to-date introduction to the main political systems of Europe today.
The Encyclopedia of Global Environmental Governance and Politics surveys the broad
range of environmental and sustainability challenges in the emerging Anthropocene
and scrutinizes available concepts, methodological tools, theories and approaches, as
well as overlaps with adjunct fields of study. This comprehensive reference work,
written by some of the most eminent academics in the field, contains 68 entries on
numerous aspects across 7 thematic areas, including concepts and definitions; theories
and methods; actors; institutions; issue-areas; cross-cutting questions; and overlaps
with non-environmental fields. With this broad approach, the volume seeks to provide a
pluralistic knowledge base of the research and practice of global environmental
governance and politics in times of increased complexity and contestation. Providing its
readers with a unique point of reference, as well as stimulus for further research, this
Encyclopedia is an indispensable tool for anyone interested in the politics of the
environment, particularly students, teachers and researchers.
This volume is the 14th in a series of studies begun in 1945 which have chronicled
every postwar election. The historical background, the party preparation and the events
of the campaign are recorded, together with analyses of the polls, the press, broadcast
coverage and the candidates.
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Argues against the assertion that there is no alternative to neo-liberalism.
Accusations of betrayal played a significant role in the shaping and maintenance of
solidarity in socialist and other modern radical political organisations in Australia and
Britain. This fascinating study of trust and betrayal focuses on case studies of 6 'rats' or
renegades: H.H. Champion; William Trenwith; John Burns; Albert Victor Grayson; Adela
Pankhurst Walsh; and Ada Holman. Renegades and Rats will appeal to scholars of
history and sociology alike, and to anyone intersted in the subject of trust: what it is,
and how it is lost.
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